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Progeny is an International Collaborative Project featuring the work of composer/sound artist Luke 
Aaron Clark (UK) and visual artist Bryce Hammond (US). The exhibition focuses on an immersive 
architectural sound installation modeled after a Langstroth Beehive. The work consists of a 24’X24’ 
platform which carries 10 partitions covered in acoustic paneling embedded with 48 microphones, 9 
intelligent microphones and 36 speakers that transmit every single sound originated in the space.  
 
Progeny is the result of six years of research and partnership working in concert with the agricultural 
community, structural engineers and sound experts. 
 
In location, Progeny becomes an instrument or a platform for public interaction, artistic collaboration 
and performance, providing unique opportunities for the audience to experience and engage with the 
work. 
 
Free and open to the Public 



Progeny Talks / Events  
 
 

 
 
BEE SOCIETY FORUM  
August 24th 2:00-4:00pm 

 
Doug McGinnis talks about how flowers taught bees to be vegetarian, functions of bee society and the 
super organism. “Bees come in all colors and sizes, their diversity adapted to climate and environments 
around the globe. Their social structures vary from the 60,000-plus "super organism" of a honeybee 
hive to the lonely lives of solitary bees. Yet what drives them creates bounty in nature and a binding 
force between plants and animals.” 
 
 
Doug Mcginnis 
Doug McGinnis is a member of the Atlantic Center for the Arts Board of Trustees. His family business, 
Tropical Blossom Honey Co., has been collecting honey from beekeepers in Florida since the 1940's. 
Doug established an apiary on ACA grounds and regularly brings visiting artists out to the hives to 
observe the bees feasting on the wide variety of native flowers. Doug has also served on the National 
Honey Board and the National Honey Packers and Dealers. 
 



 
© Jack Mitchell 
 

EVERY ROOM HAS A SOUND 
August 26th 5:00-7:00pm 

 
As part of the Progeny Exhibition, Artists, Luke Aaron Clark and Bryce Hammond, invite you to a 
discussion on sound, architecture and interdisciplinary collaboration followed by a performance. 
 
Colin Ripley, special guest, will be discussing his book In the Place of Sound: Architecture | Music | 
Acoustics, his work as a Director of www.rvtr.com and projects in which architects explicitly take on 
sound as a generating material in their designs. 
 
Allen Waters will be discussing Points in Space, Merce Cunningham’s collaboration with John Cage, 
and how considerations of space, time, movement and light can also be transferred to architectural 
design. 
 
Yulia Tikhonova will be discussing the process of interdisciplinary collaboration by examining 
Experiments in Art and Technology (E.A.T.). This non-profit organization founded in 1966 by engineers 
Billy Klüver and Fred Waldhauer and artists Robert Rauschenberg and Robert Whitman developed 
from the piece 9 Evenings: Theatre and Engineering, a series of performance art presentations that 
united artists and engineers to create groundbreaking performances that incorporated new technology. 
 
Thad Anderson will be discussing John Cage’s composition Four4 and Cage’s use of numbers, 
flexible brackets and unspecified instruments. Anderson will also give insight into how he and his fellow 
musicians negotiated the Progeny Installation for the performance of John Cage’s Four4. 
 
Followed Immediately by.. 



FOUR4 – IN THE HIVE 
August 266h 7:00pm 
As part of the Progeny program, UCF Percussion presents a performance of John Cage’s Four4 (1991) 
performed within the Progeny Installation. 
 
Panel Members 
 
Luke Aaron Clark (Chair)   
Luke Aaron Clark, b. 1978, Brighton UK.  Luke Aaron Clark is a composer and sound artist. His work 
explores the relationship between architecture and sound, our natural environment and everyday 
human interaction within these settings. These works are reliant on the combination of research, 
exploration and collaboration and expressed through performance, sound design, public intervention, 
architectural installation and film. 
 
Bryce Hammond (Moderator)  
Bryce Hammond, b. 1970 Daytona Beach, Florida. Visual Artist, Bryce Hammond records evidence of 
human presence in man-made environments through first-hand observation of poverty culture. This 
data is compiled to pollinate and present diverse techniques of expression including participatory 
installation, voyeuristic sound and documentation through paintings and other art objects. 
 
Colin Ripley (Special Guest) 
B.Eng., M.Sc., M.Arch., OAA, MRAIC 
Colin Ripley is a Professor and former Chair of the Department of Architectural Science at Ryerson 
University (Toronto, Canada) and a director of RVTR (www.rvtr.com), which operates as a bridge 
between academic research practices and professional practices in architecture. He was editor of the 
2007 book In the Place of Sound: Architecture | Music | Acoustics (Cambridge Scholars Press). 
 
Allen Waters (Distinguished Panel Member) 
Professor Allen Watters is the Program Chair for Valencia College’s AA Architecture program and the 
articulated Bachelor of Design program at University of Central Florida (UCF). In this dual role, Prof. 
Watters facilitates the transition between the Lower and Upper Division. In addition to his administrative 
duties, Prof. Watters teaches Architectural courses at Valencia College, UCF & serves on the Advisory 
Board for the University of Florida’s City Lab in downtown Orlando. Prof. Watters has overseen 
University sponsored community lectures by renowned architects and academics and has presented 
scholarly research at national conferences. 
 
Yulia Tikhonova (Distinguished Panel Member) 
Yulia Tikhonova is originally from Russia, and has been in the states for the past ten years. Since 
graduating from the Center for Curatorial Studies, Bard College, NY four years ago, she has 
concentrated her efforts on community based curating. She founded the Brooklyn House of Kulture, as 
a platform to pursue these goals. She has curated exhibitions within New York Public libraries network 
and in outlying neighborhoods of Brooklyn, Bronx and later Manhattan. She was awarded a year-long 
leadership development fellowship, We Are All Brooklyn.  
 
Thad Anderson (Distinguished Panel Member / Performer) 
Thad	 Anderson	is an Assistant Professor of Music at the University of Central Florida where he 
coordinates the percussion studies program, directs the percussion ensembles, and teaches courses in 
music technology. Joining the faculty in 2009, Anderson also oversees the Collide Contemporary Music 
Series. Anderson is a versatile performer and pedagogue with focused interests that encompass new 
music, composition, design, electro-acoustic music, conducting, and technology. Anderson plays 
Yamaha instruments, Vic Firth implements, Zildjian cymbals, and Remo drumheads. 



Schedule of Events 
 
July 15th-22nd   
Live installation with the artists during gallery hours (sound tests permitting) 
 
August 24th 
2:00-4:00pm 
Bee Society Forum  
 
August 25th 
4:00-5:00pm 
Artist Talk 
5:00-7:00pm 
Closing Reception 
 
August 26th 
5:00-7:00pm 
Every Room Has A Sound, Curatorial Panel Discussion  
7:00pm 
In The Hive, performance of John Cage’s Four4  
 
 
For more information contact 
UCF Gallery 407-823-4570 
Bryce Hammond  386-576-3896 
progenyproject@gmail.com 
 
Helpful Links for Press 
https://vimeo.com/80495740  
http://theprogenyproject.com/ 
http://gallery.cah.ucf.edu/exhibit/progeny/ 
Progeny on Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/progenyproject 
 
Progeny on Twitter 
https://twitter.com/progenyproject 
 
 
 
Progeny is presented in partnership with and sponsored by 
 

    

     


